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1. Introduction

Papain (EC3.4.22.2), a minor constituent (5–8%) among the
cysteine endopeptides is extracted from the latex of unripe papaya
fruit (Carica papaya). The biological importance, properties and
function of papain has been applied in many areas such as, cosmetic,
leather, textiles, detergents, food industry, peptides production,
synthesis of molecules and pharmaceutical industries [1–3]. Thus,
there is an increased requirement of papain in industry. Purification
of papain becomes great important since its broad usage, especially
in the pharmaceutical area which requires highly purified papain.

AmberliteTM XAD7HP is an industrial grade non-ionic aliphatic
acrylic polymeric adsorbent which can be applied in RPLC for the
adsorption of enzyme in order to keep the enzyme structure and the
enzyme activity. The direct capture of flavonoids from unclarified
Ginkgo leaf extraction solution on AmberliteTM XAD7HP using EBAC
has been evaluated and proven to be used in EBAC [4]. In order to
combinetheuseofRPLCandEBAC,AmberliteTMXAD7HPwasselected
as the adsorbent. The hydrophobicity of papain worked properly and
enabled the binding of papain on the AmberliteTM XAD7HP with
ethanol as the binding buffer. Elution of papain also been done with
higherconcentration of ethanol as theelutionbuffer.Enhancementof
papainpuritywassuccessfullyperformedbystepwiseelutionmethod.

The major problem occurred during the large scale production
and purification of the papain from the papaya is due to low
purity. Conventional method for the purification of papain is salt
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precipitation method [5]. This method has been used for a long time,
nevertheless, it only gives very low purity of papain totaling up to
39%, and it is still contaminated with different kinds of proteins [6,7].
In order to fulfill the scale up production of papain with high purity,
there must be an adsorptive method which is able to treat large
quantity of feedstock and also with high purification resolution.
Present work on the purification of papain from papaya fruit would
explore the efficient method of papain purification and enable large
scale production of papain to be possible by developing a direct
purification method using EBAC packed with AmberliteTM XAD7HP
to purify the papain from unclarified papaya juice.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Preparation of crude samples

Unripe green papaya fruits as shown in Fig. 1 were collected from
selected papaya tree at a local farm in Gambang, Pahang, Malaysia.
For each batch of the experiment, the papaya used was collected at
the same time and with similar size. After washed, the freshly
harvested unripe papaya fruit and the seeds were removed (if any),
the pulp was blended using a juice extractor (MJ-68M, Panasonic,
Osaka, Japan). In the batch adsorption process, the juice collected was
applied to centrifugation with 18514.08 kg m/s2, 5 8C, spin for 5 min,
and the supernatant was collected as the feedstock for adsorption.
The feedstock was added with L-cysteine to make the final
concentration of 1 mM, this was done to enhance and stabilize
the papain activity [8]. The preparation of the crude sample for the
expanded bed adsorption is similar with the batch adsorption only
the juice collected did not undergo centrifugation.

great potential of using two step elution RP-EBAC system to purify papain
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